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January 26, 1985

TO: ACAS Steering Committee

FROM: Chris Root

RE: ACAS political action lobbying agenda and budget for 1985

Legislative Activity on South Africa anticipated this Year

The intensified political organizing and governmental repression in
South Africa at the end of 1984 and the increased momentum given to anti
apartheid organizing in the U.S. by the Free South Africa Movement have
sparked a high level of interest in Congress about South Africa legisla
tion. This is particularly true in the House of Representatives,
additionally because of its firm insistence at the end of last year on
retaining South Africa provisions in the ill-fated Export Administration
Act.

We can therefore expect a lot of legislative activity and organizing
on South Africa this year, to which ACAS will want to contribute.

-- CON F IDE N T I A L I N FOR MAT ION

This is the latest information -- on what is still a very fluid
situation -- from the Washington Office on Africa:

In the House: There are at least 5 bills that have been or will be
introduced - 1) a very broad omnibus bill including divestment and a trade
embargo as well as the issue that have been raised in the Congress before
(Dellums); 2)a conditional divestment bill (Dellums?, Fauntroy?,
Kennedy?); 3) a combination of the best parts of last year's proposals:
no new investment, no bank loans to the South African government, and a
ban on Krugerrand imports, and no mention of the Sullivan principals
(Solarz, Volpe, and Gray), tightening of export controls, including no
dual-use items to the military and police (from last year), plus no
exports of any items on the munitions list, and no computer exports to any
government agency (already introduced by Berman); 4) restrictions on
nuclear exports and training for South Africa (Rangel and perhaps
Volpe), 5) no imports of South African or Namibian uranium and coal
(Rangel and perhaps Downey).

In the Senate: As always, the situation in the Senate is not as
favorable as that in the House. There are three initiatives so far - 1) a
very weak bill with the language agreed to by the conference committee on
the Export Administration Act last session - a ban on bank loans to the
government and US Embassy reporting on fair employment practices at US
firms operating in South Africa (already introduced by Proxmire); 2) a
very moderate proposal of no bank loans to the government plus Solarz's
language from last year for monitoring of fair employment practices by a
State Department-appointed panel (Cranston); and 3) Kennedy has not
yet decided what approach to take following his visit to South Africa.
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Proposal :for ACAS' s lobbying and organizing work (with budget):

1) Keep informed on legislative developments concerning South Africa, being in
contact with the Washington Office on Africa, TransAfrica, and several
congressional staff people. Report in the ACAS newsletter.

Cost: telephone - ca. $70
(This is only slightly more
than what was spent on articles
for the last three newsletters)

2) Be prepared to send a m1n1mum of one timely legislative alert on a critical
congressional vote to the ACAS membership (estimated at 150 people?) during
1985. Cost: postage - ca. $35.50

printing - ca. 10
envelopes - ca. 3

Total - ca. $48

3) Be prepared to send letters on behalf of national ACAS to congressional or
administration decision-makers on timely issues. (This is a minimal proposal for
targeted letters to people in positions of leadership, not for blanketing the
Hill with national ACAS letters at the time of votes, which is a very expensive
and not particularly effective proposition.) Cost: ca. $5

4) Build an active political network of Africanists (and perhaps others) in two
to five key congressional districts or states, chosen primarily on the basis of
congressional committee leadership positions. This involves collaboration
between the Political Action and Membership Development committees. Preliminary
work of identifying committee members and finding out which committees will be
most involved in legislative activity will take at least one month. (The
various bills under consideration would be refered to the Foreign Affairs,
Banking, and Ways and Means committees.) We could also target jurisdictions
where there will be state or local divestment legislative activity. However,
these areas are self-selected by anti-apartheid activists to some extent, so I
would guess that there would be a greater need for new organizing in the regions
determined by congressional targets. Cost:

printing and postage - ca. $28
telephone - ca. 25

Total - ca. $53

5) Rebuild the ACAS political action telephone network nation-wide. We had a
phone tree that was used nationally twice and regionally several times two or
three years ago, but it is now certainly out of date. I recommend that we defer
action on this until ACAS membership has been built up, since the current
membership is too small to have significant political leverage. (People who
signed up for the old phone tree should certainly be prime candidates for
renewing their ACAS membership.)

6) Follow Teresa Smith's leadership on lobbying needs on the Western Sahara and
military aid to Morocco. Be perpared to send ACAS national letters on this
issue and do targeted outreach to ACAS membership when useful.

Cost: Ca. $10

7) Be open to work on other issues that the Congress might consider, such as
further response to the African food crisis, attacks on aid to Zimbabwe, or
others. Cost: Ca. $10

Total estimated costs: $196

...



Comments:

How much political action ACAS can undertake depends on initiative of
members and financial resources. We are relatively well-endowed with the
former, but quite poor with regard to the latter. If we can find the resources I
suggest that we try to undertake all of the above proposals (probably leaving
renewal of the phone tree to 1986). Given the inevitable political uncertainty,
some letters or mailings might not be needed, but we should be prepared to act
when we feel that we can be politically effective.

With regard to the costs, I am prepared to cover the telephone costs
involved in monitoring (number (1) above) if necessary, since this function is
essential for carrying out any of the other program proposals and for reporting
in the newsletter. (Should there be money left at the end of the year, however,
I would appreciate reimbursement.)

This leaves $126 costs still to be covered. Other people might be able to
absorb some of the smaller ones, but I think the legislative alert mailing ($48)
and the district network project ($53) would have to be funded by the
organization. If we must chose between the two projects because of budger
constraints, I would argue that the district network organizing would be a more
significant contribution to the national movement, if we could do it well. It
also has the advantage of putting ACAS people in direct communication with each
other and spreading the initiative among more people, both of which help to
build the organization.
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